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TRANSFORMING HABITS OF MIND: JOURNAL REFLECTIONS OF
MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS IN TRANSITION

by
Mary-Ellen Jacobs and Sheila F. Pirkle
Praxis entails a familiarity with current reality without being overcome by it, and a
commitment to reflection on alternatives that is based in part on concrete action. This
requires that we see reflection and action as mutually reinforcing.
- Landon Beyer, "The Personal and the Social in Education"
I used to be a science teacher who seemed to know exactly whatl was going to do during
the next week. This made it nice when I had to turn in my required lesson plans in
advance. Now I seem to be constantly changing my mind. Every morning I seem to
wake up thinking that I have a way that would work better or be more fun.
- Sara, 1992 Summer Science Institute Participant
Not only do Sara's words embody Beyer's vision of praxis, but they also suggest a dramatic
transformation in her own conceptualization of science teaching and learning. How did Sara come
to weave action and reflection together so deftly? What prompted her, after years of adhering to
routinized "required lesson plans," to re-envision curriculum as emergent rather than fixed?
Equally as important, what does it mean to be a teacher "in transition"?
Intrigued by these questions, we began to look deeply at the experiences of Sara and 29 other
middle school science teachers who participated in a six week science institute in the summer of
1992. Immersed in demanding all-day classes which meshed physics concepts with innovative
strategies for teaching 6th grade physical science, teachers used daily journal writing as a way of
connecting theory and practice. After the institute, when participants began incorporating what
they had learned during the summer into their own classrooms, many teachers continued to use
their journals to reflect on the changes they were making.
/

What follows is these teachers' multiple, intersecting stories of transition and transformation told through their journal texts. The act of journaling itself seemed pivotal in making visible
teachers' endless cycling between action and reflection. For example, Paula's reflection, midway
through the summer course, demonstrates how journaling made tangible the search for more vital
pedagogical ways of being:
I'm finding the morning to be a challenge. But I believe the activities often serve best
to prepare us for teaching, not necessarily for teaching the kids. The way it is changing
our attitudes about teaching science and science in general is perhaps more significant. Some of our "Habits of Mind" are being transformed through the experience (7
July 1992).
Paula's insightful comment suggests institute participants were actively reconceptualizing
the teaching of science as the course was unfolding. Particularly noteworthy is her phrase "habits
of mind," defined by Rutherford and Ahlgren (1990) as those "values, attitudes, and skills [which]
all relate directly to a person's outlook on knowledge and learning and ways of thinking and acting"
(p. 172). Typically, habits are considered repetitious patterns of behavior which occur automatically and largely unreflectively. The institute, however, encouraged teachers to question taken-for24

granted assumptions and beliefs about science teaching(e.g., the transmission model of imparting
instruction) and provided participants with opportunities to delve into current science education
literature, to engage in hands-on activities, and to reflect on the meaning of these experiences to
their own teaching. Ultimately, the summer institute invited praxis, the deliberate interweaving
of action and reflection which challenged entrenched "habits of mind."
Because the movement toward praxis was especially evident in the teachers' journals, we
focused on these particular texts in order to better understand how individuals transformed their
habits of mind and their day-to-day classroom practice as a result of their summer institute
participation. We examined the journal texts phenomenologically (van Manen, 1990), listening
intently to each teacher's voice while simultaneously searching for themes and patterns which
pointed to deepe~meanings about teaching, learning, and transformation. Specifically, we found
ourselves uncovering three areas which form the framework for this essay: (a) how teachers made
sense of their summer institute experience; (b) how these experiences influenced their daily
teaching practices; and (c) the value ofjournaling in transforming science teachers' "habits of mind."
The Summer Institute Experience: Three Faces of Learning
1. Learnin~ to Learn: The View from the "Other Side of the Desk." Constructivist
philosophies, characterized by active learning and personal meaning-making (Tobin & Fraser,
1990; Meichtry, 1992), were the backdrop for the summer institute. For most participants, the
institute's emphasis on experiential learning was a radical departure from a textbook-driven,
teacher-centered physical science curriculum where even the labs, so integral to science learning,
were primarily teacher demonstrations with minimal student participation. Instead, summer
institute participants learned to learn through engaging in daily activities which prompted the
thoughtful meshing of theory and practice. Cooperative lab teams, for example, met each morning
and involved teachers in solving physics problems inductively (e.g., discovering the rules governing
falling bodies or exploring the complex forces acting on projectiles). Participants also designed and
taught demonstration lessons which modeled inductive learning techniques as well as took part in
ongoing critical discussions of the most recent science education literature. Teachers were
continually encouraged to create their own meanings and apply institute experiences to their own
classroom contexts.

At first, many individuals were overwhelmed by the pressures of the institute; thus,journal
writing often helped release bottled up frustrations. Lynn was especially vehement after the first
day of class: "The course outline is enough to make anyone crazy! It has upset several participants
because many people do not have the time to put into outside work such as oral and written reports,
unit lesson plans, and text readings" (15 June 1992).
Similarly, by the second day of the institute, Claire's self-confidence was rapidly waning:
"I'm still a nervous wreck and feel like I don't know a thing. Even concepts in math that I always
thought I knew and understood aren't so clear any more. Guess I don't understand as much as I
thought I did" (16 June 1992).
Marie, too, doubted her abilities as a learner:
The concept of speed and velocity is new for me. I do not remember learning this in
any undergraduate course and have not taught this at any level yet. Therefore, I felt
a little taxed at first. However, I know that I understand the concepts now and with
a little study it will be clearer. The truth is I almost felt like crying. I told myself that
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I will understand if just given some time to assimilate and accommodate the
information (21 June 1992).
Marie, Lynn, and Claire all poignantly express the disequilibrium which usually accompanies the learning process. Because "meaningful learning occurs through reflection and resolution
of cognitive conflict" (Fosnot, 1989, p. 20), the institute participants' daily journal writing became
the ideal forum for making sense of what appeared to be, at least initially, a confusing assortment
of expectations and experiences.
As individuals grappled with their own perceived shortcomings as learners, many suddenly
became more cognizant of the difficulties their students often faced . Paula, for example, remarked:
"I did an assignment completely wrong this morning. I felt the need to justify my e .or-and the need
to hit myself over the head. Is this how students feel? Some students feel it continually-at school
and at home. Help us as teachers to encourage and build up our students!" (24 June 1992).
Like Paula, Marie vividly de scribed the experience of being "on the other side of the desk"
as she reflected on the experience of group work:
I did not like switching groups at all. I do not feel like I learned as well . ... They moved
too fast for me. My other group moved at a comfortable pace. We were used to each
other's learning styles, etc. I will certainly think twice before assigning groups. I'm
not saying I won't ever do it. However, I'll be much more considerate ofmy students'
opinions about such things. I have certainly learned a tremendous amount from being
on the other side of the desk (29 June 1992).
Jill, too, noted repeatedly how her own experiences as a learner might parallel her students:
"Ifl'm having this much trouble with graphing-my kids will, too" (25 June 1992). A few days later,
the first test was returned and prompted her to reflect: "Most errors were grammatical goofs (area
should have been volume ), but the kids will do that, too , so I need to be more aware" (30 June 1992).
Finally, Claire's sometimes uncomfortable struggles as a learner during the institute added
an unexpected dimension to her teaching in the fall :
Introduced student s to the periodic table and the atom. They are very confused on how
to figure out the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons in any atom. It seems so
simple and I think I have them all understanding then draw a blank from them ifl
change my line of questioning. Oh, how I remember that lost feeling when it seems
everyone else understands!! (Good old memories from the summer!) Because ofmy
own experiences, I have a lot of sympathy for my students (11 November 1992).
From time to time during the summer institute, teachers found themselves positioned on the
other side of the desk, a novel experience for many which, at first, provoked profound anxiety, then
usually prompted a deeply empathetic re-seeing of classroom life through students' eyes. As a
result, institute participants began envisioning less teacher-directed, more student-centered
contexts for learning. Such settings resonate with Pat Cordeiro's description of"whole learning,"
a compelling variation on the constructivist theme which:
Connects changes that have gone before to conditions and freedoms as they are today.
It honors the empowerment and practical knowledge of teachers and students and
recognizes that learning exists in context. It encourages teachers and students to take
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risks, to try new things, and to learn together. Whole Learning is a comprehensive
philosophy, linking students and their curricula, redefining the teaching learning
relationships, and extending literacy across content (Cordeiro, 1992, p. 5).
Learning to learn constructively, summer institute teachers began to reinvent their middle school
science classrooms so that no one any longer sat smugly "behind the big desk" (Atwell, 1986, p. 3);
instead, students and teachers became scientists together.
2. Learnin~ to Care; Teachers in Community. Just as the summer institute experiences
unexpectedly helped teachers empathize with their students, the intensity of the six-week course
also drew teachers closer to one another. Alice's comment, a few days before the institute ended,
is echoed and reechoed in other teachers' journals: "I have noticed a special bond between everyone
in class. Everyone is willing to stand up for or help the next person. That is probably one of the
greatest things that will come from this class. I don't think I have experienced it before" (17 July
1992).
For many participants, the warmth and caring of the summer continued throughout the
school year. Marie offered eloquent testimony to the ongoing support of the group: "I really
appreciate and need all the continuing contact I have had with our instructors and classmates since
the summer session. Somehow their encouragement, willingness to help, and understanding give
me a boost. It helps me to continue working as hard as I have been since the beginning of the year"
(10 February 1993).
Because the demands of the summer institute initially unnerved many of the participants,
the teachers grew to sustain each other as, individually and collectively, they struggled to make
sense of the steady stream of new ideas and experiences. Together participants gradually began
to re-learn teaching from their students' perspectives. As a result, the occasionally painful
transformations of ingrained habits of mind were made infinitely easier by bonds of genuine
connection: "The coming together today has given me the boost that the first few weeks of school
have taken away. Finding that many ofmy classmates are having some of the same problems that
I am helps me not give up. I have always felt that other teachers are the best resource I can find.
I feel I have been involved with very caring individuals" (Alice, 26 September 1992).
3. Learnin~ to Experience: Hands-On as the Heart of Science Teachin~. At first, many
summer institute participants viewed theory and practice as disconnected entities: "I don't feel that
the amount of time and effort put into theory/methods classes equals the results/information gotten
out. I feel theory/methods can be incorporated into afternoon activities. I learn better from seeing
than reading about it" (Lynn, 7 July 1992). Because many of the teachers resisted theory, one of
the program's overarching goals was the careful integration of theory and practice by providing an
abundance of provocative demonstrations illustrating both the theoretical underpinnings of
physical science and the pedagogy of science teaching. Personal experience was crucial and
prompted Alice's entry: "Now I know why Christmas lights don't work. If they are in a series and
one goes out, then all go out. Ifthey are in a parallel circuit and one goes out then the rest will remain
lighted. This is a perfect example of why hands-on activities are best. Because I found this out
myself, I will never forget this" (20 July 1992).
Alice's journal, in fact, demonstrates her own transformation in thinking as she comes to
understand and value hands-on experiences. On the second day of the institute, she was asked to
reflect on how she had taught science during the past year: "Teaching science is a challenge in trying
to get and keep the attention of the students. Material was better received and understood by the
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students when hands-on activities were used. Many concepts that were not understood, I thought
were not understood due to the students' immaturity. Now I realize that concept was not presented"
(16 June 1992).
A few weeks later, Alice scribbled sleeplessly in her log: "It's 3:30 a.m. !!! Got so much racing
through my mind. I've worked on my unit and it is unbelievable how much my thinking has
changed. Every time I think I'll use an activity from a book with no hands-on involved, I get a sudden
sensation that screams 'NO!' I really feel the need to make every experience one that the students
can remember. One hands-on activity is worth a million of my words" (2 July 1992).
Similarly, Marie mirrors Alice's enthusiasm for hands-on approaches: "I know I will
definitely have an activity-based curriculum in my classes this year. The institute has shown me
it's possible, and I know I'll have help doing this if I need it. I have always wanted this in my
classroom, I just didn't know how to do it" (10 July 1992).
"Hands-on" rapidly became the heart of the institute because teachers were involved in
physics demonstrations each morning and in observing and planning experiential lessons for 6th
graders in the afternoon. Talking about science had been replaced by doing science. Though the
teachers were unanimously ecstatic, their ardor was tempered by a need to critique the implications
of hands-on learning. After watching a demonstration lesson, Claire noted:
I enjoyed observing the students learning about sound this week. It bothers me a little
to see that Barb has not required the students to keep any notes or lab activity records.
I feel that I would have my students putting some information and conclusions down
on paper. I realize hands-on activities are great and concepts are grasped more easily
and clearer by actual doing, but I need some written evidence of a student's work as
well (10 July 1992).
Though a champion of hands-on methods, Marie also recognized the pitfalls: "I think this
is the danger of the buzz words 'hands-on activities.' If one is not careful, you can lose the kids in
the activities. We absolutely have to include some measurements oflearning and structure as well
as closure. Activities have to have a purpose and they must be measured" (15 July 1992).
Not only did institute participants come to recognize "hands-on" as empowering, but they
had also learned to reflect critically on the value of the method and, as a result, refused to espouse
activities for the sake of activities. Thus, by experiencing the rich, always evolving dialectic
between reflection and action during the summer institute, teachers were later able to knit together
theory and practice to create a dynamic classroom praxis: "I have changed my methods of teaching
severely. So much so that when we read a lesson orally in the traditional setting-we all know that
it doesn't feel right. My students and I have learned that real science is doing science-not reading
about it" (Marie, 4 February 1993).
The Journey-Makers: Post-Institute Teaching

In September, two months after the institute ended, the participants spent a Saturday
together sharing their experiences and renewing friendships. To focus the discussion, we asked the
teachers to respond in their journal to the statement "I used to be a science teacher who ... but now
... " One by one teachers read their responses aloud, and all of us immediately sensed the
similarities rippling through these individual reflections:
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•

I used to be a science teacher who tried to tell the kids everything they needed to know and tried
to show them how to do an experiment but now I hold back-teaching them with the information
that will allow them to discover what they need to know-and I get other students to help those
who need help (Jill, 26 September 1992).
• I used to be a science teacher who instructed the students to read orally. I stopped them every
so often and added my interpretation of the text. I very often did demos. But now my students
work in groups and are becoming responsible for their own learning(Marie, 26 September 1992).
• I used to be a science teacher who seemed to be always groping to find materials and plans to
fill the squares on a lesson plan and be sure I was covering the mandated topics. Now I'm a
teacher that has trouble fitting all the activities and new ideas I've learned into the time I have
in each class (Claire, 26 September 1992).
• I used to teach science strictly out of the book because I didn't have much knowledge and
understanding about science. I also felt the students could only learn and prevent headaches
if they were quietly reading and answering questions. Since this summer experience, I have
learned just the opposite. Hands-on is minds on. The stick-to-itiveness becomes obvious after
activities (Alice, 26 September 1992).
These impromptu "then and now" descriptions reveal how profoundly the summer institute
experience had touched teachers' lives and, in so doing, had begun to transform taken-for-granted
habits of mind. Participants had deliberately shifted from a teacher-driven to a student-centered
curriculum, from passive to active learning, from a fragmented to a holistic curriculum-all
characteristic of a constructivist philosophy of whole learning.
What exactly, though, did "whole learning" look like in a middle school science classroom?
In early fall, Paula noticed: "My science classes are more solid. I am using the tools of sciencerulers, tape measures, balance. We are doing activities every day. It is a difference that the kids
love" (23 September 1992). Like Paula, Marie was also creating a context for science to happen: "A
student approached me recently and said she loves coming to my class. She said, 'It's like a lab. I
used to hate science but now you are getting me interested in it.' This is the reward you cannot put
a price tag on" (8 October 1993).
Besides developing an inviting classroom context, teachers were becoming co-learners with
their students. Claire, for example, began teaching a unit on biomes and noted in her log:
"Continued class reading, discussing, and notebook work. The students really seem to be enjoying
this unit. I've never taught this in depth before so I'm really having to spend a lot of'study' time
on it myself. Learning lots-hope the kids are" (14 October 1992).
Jill, too, became a learner with her students :

Mickey wants to know the difference between an alkaline battery and a regular
battery. We all joined in with ideas, but I'm not sure ... I promised I'd find out and
return with the whole truth and more. Meanwhile, kids are bringing in old batteries
so we can dissect them. Guess I'll put on my rubber gloves and get out the hack saw
(1 December 1992).
Students continually experienced a variety of thoughtfully planned activities which brought
science to life and enabled them to assume greater responsibility for their own learning. Claire
described a typical lab session:
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Used a lab activity with baking soda, vinegar, ammonia, etc. today. However, because
of time and space, the kids and I did the activity together with everyone observing ...
I let the students decide additional combinations of materials to try and let different
ones test with litmus. Predictions had to be written down first. Sixth graders get so
excited when they are about to find out if they are right or not. Some couldn't wait to
go home and get some red cabbage to use as an indicator (15 December 1992).
Alice's students were equally engaged in the business of science: "Great activity to show
difference between molecule and compound. Used colored play dough and toothpicks. I let each
color represent an element. The kids made formulas and had other students write formulas from
their structure. Really great!" (11 November 1992).
Marie's reflection made tangible the effort required to implement a constructivist "whole
learning" approach:
Gathering and preparing everything I need to teach "hands-on" does take extra
planning time and preparation. It can get very tiring almost to the point of ... Wow!
It would be easy to say, "Define 25 vocabulary words today from the glossary."
However, all the preparation is well worth it when the learning begins. I love my
classroom. I also like the different role I have taken (26 September 1992).
Gradually, summer institute teachers decentered themselves and moved from the foreground into the background in order to facilitate student growth and learning. Like Marie, Jill, too,
noticed a difference in her teaching: "The biggest change I've made is to allow students to work at
their own pace and to let them do for themselves. I'm less in control now, but that means the
students are learning and it's meaningful learning" (26 September 1992).
Jill reiterated her commitment to a student-centered curriculum a few months later when
she discussed a self-paced unit her students were working through: "It looks like chaos, but I can
see order. I've had them do individual projects before but this has been very rewarding. They like
being able to choose the questions for their test ... I still discuss problems with them and they ask
for help clearing up confusing points, but I'm not the leader most of the time" (9 December 1992).
The emphasis on inductive learning, on experimentation and exploration which began with
questions posed by the students-rather than the curriculum guide-culminated unexpectedly for
Marie one sunny February afternoon:
We had a new student in class and all the kids were asking him what he did at his
school in science. Of course, his answer was: "Well, we read the chapter, sometimes
the teacher reads to us then we answer the questions." I wish you could have seen the
looks on the faces of my students. They all grinned and told him he was in for a
surprise. "Our science class is fun!" "It's so cool!" echoed several others. "We get to
do science!" you could hear from the back of the room. This is rewarding. I was very
proud of all my hard work at that moment (5 February 1993).
British educator Dorothy Heathcote has dubbed teachers "journey-makers" (1983, p. 699),
individuals who deliberately set the stage for adventure then slip unobtrusively into the shadows
so that each explorer might find her own way. Repeatedly, the reflections of the summer institute
teachers suggested that each had been transformed from an expert who guided travelers to all of
the "correct" stops along the way to ajourney-maker who allowed individuals to select their own
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destinations. Marie, an accomplishedjourney-maker, reminds us of the beauty of visiting the many
brave new worlds of science: "There don't seem to be enough hours in a day. Teaching light is a
challenge. I feel like an explorer charting unknown territory. Perhaps climbing the Andes
Mountains. To dive in and say, 'OK, class, here we go! Let's explore shadows!'" We are all learning
so much (10 February 1993).
Writing and Science: Toward More Thoughtful Habits of Mind
Why write? "We write to think-to be surprised by what appears on the page; to explore our
world with language; to discover meaning that teaches us and that may be worth sharing with
others. We do not know what we want to say before we say it; we write to know what we want to
say" (Murray, 1985, p. 4).
Daily journal-writing was an integral part of the summer institute, a vehicle for helping
teachers make sense of their science learning and develop a deeper understanding of themselves
as teachers of science (Fulwiler, 1987). We found that each of the participants used her journal to
explore themes which reflected her growth as a teacher and a person. For example, on the first day
ofclass Alice jotted in her log: "When you are empowered by knowledge, it becomes more important
for you to learn" (15 June 1992). Subsequently, Alice filled her log with reflections linking handson learning with empowerment.
Marie, who frequently felt adrift in a sea of barely comprehensible information, confided in
her journal shortly after the course began: "If only I can become the science teacher that I want to
be" (25 June 1992). Her search for self, thus, became a pivotal theme recurring regularly in her
journal writings.
Paula, a first year teacher whose self-confidence occasionally faltered, focused on her
emerging identity as a science teacher: "As a new teacher with a ton of management/activity ideas,
I was able to use many of them in science class. I was also able to integrate other subjects-language
arts and math in particular-into the science curriculum. Yet my biggest concern as a science
instructor-am I giving students enough science?" (16 June 1992). Paula's quest for a disciplinary
grounding, thus, sparked many of her journal reflections.
The singular thread underlying the professional and personal narratives that each of the
institute participants created during the summer and throughout the subsequent school year was
the thoughtful transformation of taken-for-granted ways-of-being. Routinized habits of mind were
brought to conscious awareness, examined critically, and reshaped as needed. Such a process is,
in fact, the essence ofreflective practice (Schon, 1983, 1987) in which an individual eschews a priori
reactions and, instead, deliberately uses knowledge and experience to create contextualized
responses to situations encountered in day-to-day living. Thus, the act of writing became
transformative by making it possible for institute teachers to open wide the windows of the
imagination so that they might see clearly far into the distance, well beyond the narrow frame of
the given:
This is my last journal entry for awhile. I've been rather pensive over the past few
minutes! What have I gained through my work this summer? I have started some
interesting relationships. I have loved the people that I have met. I also have learned
a lot about teaching science. I think my attitudes about science have been influenced
most. I know what I need to do to teach science effectively. I don't think that I've been
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too far off but this class has helped . ... I also know how I am going to use a science
journal this year (Paula, 23 July 1992).
As a result of their summer journaling, several teachers made writing a regular part of their
science curriculum. Michelle was particularly delighted with her sixth graders' response to
journaling:

On the first day of class, the students wrote a short one-page self-introduction. I had
no idea I could learn so much about my students with just one activity. The honesty
surprised me. It seems students find it easier to tell you things on paper that they
would probably not tell you face to face. Another thing that surprised me was that they
really seemed to enjoy writing.... I would think another value ofjournal writing is that
it helps the student reflect and gain a little self-insight (26 September 1993).
Like Michelle, Paula views journaling as a way of enhancing learners' understanding of
science: "I also have been having the students keep science logs. Their work has been excellent.
I am excited to see how they develop in their scientific understanding throughout the year" (23
September 1992). Paula and her students' enthusiasm for logs continues during the semester: "The
logs have been great. There are no moans and groans when we take out our logs. The kids really
like them, too. That is probably the best part" (20 October 1992).
Writing itself, whatever the genre, gave students the opportunity to create their own
meanings, share their insights with others, and engage more fully in science. Jill's students
published a newsletter which the students named Speaking of Science:
The kids are very proud of the first issue of Speaking ofScience. I'm pleased, but, near
the end, I was calling it SOS because it appeared we might have to abandon ship at
any time. Even though each student composed, typed, and laid out their own work,
they couldn't wait to read the first copy. I've sent copies to oodles of people ... I'm going
to distribute the left-overs like cigars at a birth to everyone who will take them (6
November 1992).
Marie's students were also writing and she, too, was elated by the results:
I know my students have positively developed in their oral and written communication in science. Some of the greatest moments have been reading correct explanations
of static electricity. Many of my classes have serious and interesting discussions
among themselves. They have begun to think and listen to each other. "Remembering"-requiring students to write an explanation of a concept first (creating a curious
mind), performing experiments that develop the concept, discussion, rewriting newly
learned ideas, and finally testing the concept-are invaluable lifelong teaching tools
that I have acquired (4 February 1993).
Why write? To think and, ultimately, to transform what it is we think in an endless
revisioning of ideas and experiences. We write to grow. The reflections of the summer institute
participants describe their coming-to-be as more holistic, more thoughtful teachers of science who
have influenced their students in lasting ways: "My knowledge of physical science has increased
greatly. I'm glad about that for myself-my personal knowledge-and for my students. They will
benefit from my new enthusiasm and understanding" (Paula, 22 July 1992).
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There is, though, a final caution as we begin in earnest to transform habits of mind. In
Schools of Thought (1991), Brown describes a "literacy of thoughtfulness" which resembles
Cordeiro's definition of "whole learning" because:
The general task is to move away from fragmentation and toward more integration;
away from the isolation of teacher or school or district and toward the idea of a
community oflearners; away from the politics of confrontation and toward a politics
of collaboration; away from a largely vertical, authoritarian organizational structure
and toward a flatter, more democratic structure; away from an emphasis on minimal,
basic skills, and toward an emphasis on challenging everyone in the system (p. 248).
Transformation requires we reconceptualize traditional notions of teaching, learning, and
schooling just as teachers in the summer institute have begun to do. Yet, questioning the status
quo requires courage, commitment, and a compelling vision of how teachers, students, parents, and
administrators might work together to create ever more thoughtful habits of mind and an ever more
meaningful praxis. By listening closely to the voices of the summer institute teachers as they tell
their stories, we discover narratives of unexpected hope and ofa continual reaching out-as sensitive
and compassionate journey-makers-toward possibilities yet to be:
Last night I helped my son study for a test in science. His third grade had just finished
a chapter on matter and its properties. Realizing how smart Ben was, I thought he
would be able to explain any situation I presented to him about matter. However, I
became very frustrated with him and, finally, very understanding of his problem when
I realized he knew nothing except what he was told to memorize in the book. Boy, did
this hit home with me! This is the exact way I used to teach. Now, I feel my child is
being cheated out of knowledge he needs for the future. I can really see the need for
me to reach out to the other teachers on my faculty (Alice, 28 January 1993).
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